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The Scuttlebutt Blog
"USS Hermitage: Scuttlebutt’s Thanksgiving edition - 1943" by USS Hermitage (AP-54) is licensed under agreement with the U.S. Naval Institute.
Call for Proposals - Joint Deployment and
Distribution Enterprise
Mr. David Mortimore  |  March 8, 2021
Proposals from U.S. Government agencies are being sought by
Commander, U.S. Transportation Command for its Joint
Deployment and Distribution Enterprise Program.
United States Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM) is soliciting government
organizations for RDT&E projects to address applicable Joint Deployment and Distribution
Enterprise (JDDE) Capability technology gaps.  This solicitation is for projects starting in
Fiscal Year 2023 (FY23).
Those submitting proposals are encouraged to speak with USTRANSCOM subject matter
experts to discuss their proposal, details of the USTRANSCOM need, and other factors to
improve the quality of the proposal and to better determine commitment to sponsorship and
transition.
Discover more about JDDE Challenges and how to submit a proposal.
This is a two-phase selection process.
Phase I is a 4-page white paper due 31 March 2021 by 4pm Central Standard Time (CST)
Phase II is a full, 15-page proposal due 30 June 2021 by 4pm CST
Important Posts
SLAMR Participant Resource Guide
(PDF)
Naval Surface and Undersea Warfare
Centers Overview (PDF)
Recent Posts
Policy & Ethics of Intelligent Autonomous
Systems   |   February 27, 2021
Autonomous Weapons Systems Policy
  |   February 25, 2021
Become more intelligent about AI
research   |   February 25, 2021
Naval Surface and Undersea Warfare
Centers   |   February 21, 2021
Get The Disruptor!   |   February 16, 2021
Get the Research Compendium by
NAWCTSD   |   February 10, 2021
NSF Report on Doctorate Recipients from
U.S. Universities   |   February 6, 2021
The Power of Partnerships   |   February 6,
2021
$404 million to be invested in Counter-UAS
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Technology Needs and Focus Areas for FY23 Proposals
Warfighter Readiness
Scalable End-to-End Patient Movement
Rapid Construction for Points of Debarkation
Convoy Security
Cyber Domain Mission Assurance
Cyber and Electronic Security
Cross-Domain Information Exchange & Collaboration
Resilient Communications







Deployment/Distribution Modeling, Simulation and Optimization
Predictive Logistics and Maintenance Forecasting
Knowledge Management
Risk Assessment
Distributed Global Mobility Command and Control
All Domain Maneuver Warfare Planning and Execution
Key dates (subject to change) - Posted to the Research Proposals
calendar
31 March 2021 at 1600 CST - “Submittal of electronic Phase I white papers. Late
submissions will not be considered.”
1 - 26 April 2021 - Phase I evaluation period
30 April 2021 - Notifications made to those invited to submit proposals for Phase
May - June 2021 - Phase II Offeror’s can discuss proposals with subject matter
experts/evaluators to gain clarification and to better focus proposals on targeted gaps.
30 June 2021 at 1600 CST - “Submittal of electronic Phase II proposals. Late submissions
will not be considered.”
29 October 2021 - Notification of final selection
Discover more about USTRANSCOM Research, Development, Test and Evaluation
opportunities!
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